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Abstract
The effect of the Internet and e-commerce on industry competition has been widely discussed in
economic-managerial literature. Most of the studies focused on the analysis of the impact of Internet
technologies on specific industry structural factors – in particular on sectoral price levels –, but no sufficient
empirical evidence based on overall industry change is yet available. The aim of this work is to analyze the
influence of e-commerce on the transformation of the industrial structure and competition in a regulated market,
that of Italian sports betting. This market, because the effect of a process of legalization of on-line sports betting
that started in 2006, has been interested by a continuous shift of purchases of sport bets, ranging from the
traditional sales channels to digital ones. This has contributed in creating an on-line gambling sector among the
most developed and consolidated in the world. From a methodological point of view, firstly the data from a
series of secondary sources was processed in order to examine the main changes in the Italian sports betting
market induced by the legalization of on-line gambling. Secondly, the data and information collected through
specific empirical investigations was used to examine the impact of Internet betting on gambling operators’
business models and on players’ gambling behavior in the Italian market. The results of the analysis has shown
that the development of Internet technologies and of e-commerce has had, on the one hand, a positive influence
on the growth of the sales in the Italian sports betting market; and on the other hand, has impacted on a series of
structural factors in the sector – entry barriers, number of competitors, geographical opening of the market,
levels of pricing, average profit margins – in such a way as to determine an increase in industry competition. In
particular, use by foreign companies of the electronic distribution channel as a ‘mode of entry’ into different
geographical markets is causing the development of competition that goes beyond national borders, reducing the
strongly domestic oligopolistic structure that has always characterized the Italian sports betting industry.
Keywords: E-Commerce, industry competition, regulated market, internet gambling, Italy, sports betting
industry
1. Introduction
The use of the Internet as a direct sales channel for betting has led to the development of a new industry, that of
Internet gambling. The birth of this industry took place at the end of the 1990s, thanks to a strong increase in
web use worldwide and the introduction of specific software programs for on-line gambling (Wood & Williams,
2007). Gamblers quickly showed their appreciation for the advantages of Internet betting, giving rise to a market
characterized by the specific competitive dynamics.
For a long time, however, on-line bets had been placed on illegal or otherwise unregulated markets. The State
legal systems, which normally reserves for gambling a different treatment compared to that of general economic
activities to ensure a strong public control over the sale of gambling products (Sirianni, 2012), had in fact mainly
used a non-interventionist approach, or have prohibited the majority of Internet betting (H2 Gambling Capital,
2013; Gainsbury & Wood, 2011; Rose, 2006). Only more recently, several States – including Italy – have
legalized many types of on-line betting, favoring the emergence of numerous regulated Internet gambling
markets (Fidone & Linguiti, 2013; Williams, Wood, & Parke, 2012).
More specifically, in the Italian market, under the ‘Bersani decree’ of 2006 and the subsequent ‘Abruzzo decree’
of 2009, the ‘Agency of Customs and Monopoly’ (Agenzia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli), the regulating body of
the Italian gambling sector, has issued a series of regulations for the disciplining of on-line gambling, which has
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allowed players to access via the Internet all types of betting already provided for through the physical
distribution network (except in the case where the intrinsic characteristics of the game prevented the use of the
digital distribution channel). These regulations have also affirmed a state-controlled management model of
Internet gambling – the methods of access to the market and the gambling rules are always defined and
monitored by public authorities – but characterized by a more open approach to competition than in the past
(Mataluni, 2013). This has meant that even for a highly regulated market such as that of gambling, some typical
effects of the use of Internet technologies on competition were verified.
In this regard, the economic-managerial literature highlighted that the increase in the level of penetration of the
Internet and the development of e-commerce have caused profound changes in the sector structure and the level
of efficiency in many industrial and service markets. Most of the studies focused on the analysis of the impact of
e-commerce on price levels at the sector level. This was to verify, through empirical research, whether,
simplifying and making the consumer purchase process cheaper, electronic markets could increase efficiency by
promoting price transparency (Bakos et al., 2005), enhancing, therefore, price competition, in agreement with the
economic models of perfect competition (Lal & Sarvary, 1999). The results of these studies, as described below,
although not unequivocal, mainly confirm the greater price efficiency of e-commerce compared to the more
traditional sales network.
However, if we want to fully assess the influence of the Internet on industry competition, we must consider, as
noted (Wang & Zhang, 2015, p. 72) that the price, albeit very important, is “only one perspective of competition
and does not reflect the change in the industrial structure”.
In this regard, Porter (2001, p. 66) in his study on the strategies that companies should adopt in relation to the
diffusion of the Internet, describes, through the five forces framework, the different aspects to consider in order
to evaluate more fully “how the Internet influences industry structure”. He points out, alongside the already
reported trend towards a ‘migration towards a competition in price’, other possible changes in the structural
factors of the sector – entry barriers, number of competitors, market size – induced by Internet technologies.
Porter, while pointing out that the expected changes, considered as a whole, suggest an increase in the level of
industry competition, notes that “it would be a mistake to draw a general conclusion on the impact of the Internet
on long-term industry profitability; each industry is affected in different ways”, opening up the relevance of
research works that investigates this issue in the context of different industries. It is therefore interesting to
examine how Internet gambling has affected overall the structural characteristics and the efficiency of the
gambling market, also because this aspect has not yet been sufficiently analyzed in managerial studies.
The general objective of this research, then, is to analyze the influence of e-commerce in changing industrial
structure and competition in the Italian regulated sports betting market.
The decision to analyze this type of sector is linked to its particular characteristics. As already highlighted, the
gambling sector has always been characterized by the need to ensure a strong public control over its business
activities. This is to protect consumers from illegal gambling and the risk of pathological gambling, as well as
allowing the State to exploit the tax revenues from the sale of gambling products (Sirianni, 2012). Therefore, the
gambling sector is one of the most regulated sectors and it is useful to examine if and how in these types of
sectors the Internet has influenced the industrial structure.
The choice of studying the Italian sports betting market, on the other hand, is linked to the maturity achieved by
this market. As observed (Kaufmann & Walden, 2014, 11) “as electronic commerce matures, firms will exhibit
economically predictable behaviors and abide by well-established economic rules”. In other words, in order to
understand more fully the influence of Internet technologies on the industry structure and competition, it is
necessary to wait for the time necessary for the effects of the change to become apparent. The maturity of the
Italian market is the effect of a process of legalization of on-line sports betting that started more than 10 years
ago. For this type of gambling Italian consumers have shown an appreciation for the possibility of making bets
via the Internet. This has caused a continuous shift of their purchasing behavior from the traditional sales
channel, to the digital one. Elaborating the market data, it is possible to highlight in this regard that in 2017 the
total on-line amount wagered in sports bets has surpassed the total amount wagered achieved through the land
based network. This has contributed to creating an on-line gambling sector among the most developed and
consolidated in the world. In fact, the data shows that in 2017 the total on-line wagered amount reached almost
6.5 billion euros, six times the value recorded ten years earlier (Agency of Customs and Monopoly, 2017a;
2017b).
2. Literature Review
The development of the Internet has led to significant changes in the relationship between firms and customers,
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“either directly, through e-commerce actions, or indirectly, making previously rare and expensive information
interactivity available” (Collesei, Casarin, & Vescovi, 2001, p. 33). The possibility of reaching the consumer
through a direct electronic distribution channel has caused a process of commercial disintermediation that has
had a clear impact on the industry structure and on competition in numerous sectors. Various studies in the field
of economic and management science have therefore analyzed the transformations induced on competition by
the introduction of Internet technologies in different industries. In particular, the attention of the researchers has
been focused on the study of the impact of the Internet on industry price competition. They have tried to verify
the hypothesis that the low research costs associated with e-commerce lead to a reduction in prices at the level of
marginal costs, for perfectly homogeneous products, and a reduction in prices for differentiated products (Bakos,
1997; Alba et al., 1997). Their analyzes then examined, through empirical research, whether prices of specific
products and services sold through the on-line distribution channel are, as assumed, lower on average than the
brick-and-mortar retailers and if there is less ‘price dispersion’ – defined as the distribution of prices (such as
range and standard deviation) of an item with the same measured characteristics across sellers of the item at a
given point in time (Pan, Ratchford, & Shankar, 2004) – compared to that which characterizes traditional
retailers. Most of this research compared the prices of fairly homogeneous products, such as books, video and
music CDs and software (Brynijolfsson & Smith, 2000; Lee & Gosain, 2000; Friberg, Ganslandt, & Sandström,
2000), car sales services (Morton, Zettelmeyer, & Silva-Risso, 2001; Zettelmeijer, Morton, & Silva-Risso, 2006)
and life insurance (Brown & Goolsbee, 2002), highlighted in line with the theoretical assumptions that the prices
charged on average through the on-line distribution channel are lower than those adopted by the
bricks-and-mortar retailers. Some studies, still concerning products such as books, CDs and software (Sabate,
Cañabate, Cobo, & García, 2009; Bailey, 1998; Clay, Krishnan, Wolff, & Fernandes, 2002; Ancarani & Shankar,
2004), have instead found that on-line prices on average are higher or are at least at the same level as those that
are practiced by physical stores. In this regard, some scholars (Pan, Ratchford, & Shankar, 2004; Li & Tang,
2011) reported that the results of this second group of research, that were not in line with the theoretical
hypotheses, may have been conditioned by the not complete maturity of the markets analyzed or the different
degree of homogeneity of the products examined.
The results shown, even if not always consistent, mainly confirm the greater price efficiency of e-commerce
compared to the physical distribution channel.
Further potential effects of the spread of Internet technologies on the industry structure have concerned the
impact of e-commerce on the barriers to entry and the consequent effects on the level of competition and
profitability of the markets. In this regard, as observed (Goldmanis, Hortacsu, Syverson, & Emre, 2010, p. 674),
“while there is an empirical literature investigating the advent and diffusion of e-commerce on prices, little has
been done regarding the market structure”, especially regarding the number or type of competitors that operate in
the industry and the change of their market shares.
Taking this in to account, Porter (2001), by analyzing the Internet influences on industry structure, has
hypothesized that the diffusion of web technologies should favor a reduction of the entry barriers, facilitating the
arrival of newcomer firms, with a potential negative impact on the level of concentration and the profit margins
in the sector.
The studies that have dealt with these issues in a broad sense, however, have shown different results in relation to
the type of industries studied and the parameters used to measure the variation of industrial competition. For
example, research has shown that both the barriers to entry and the entry of a fairly large number of new
companies have been verified in some sectors in which is common the use of Internet technologies and
e-commerce (Gropp & Kok, 2017; Bakos et al., 2005), causing a general reduction in sales concentration levels
and average profits, in line with Porter's hypotheses.
Other studies (Wang & Zhang, 2015; Goldmanis et al., 2010), instead, have shown how the Internet technologies
have favored, in specific sectors, industry consolidation processes with growth effects both in terms of industry
concentration ratios and profit margins. In this regard Wang and Zhang (2015, p. 79) point out that their research
carried out in certain types of sectors (manufacturing, wholesale, retail and services) showed results that were
“contrary to the widely held beliefs they Internet increases industry competition”. These authors report that the
results of their investigations support the winner-take-all-structure of the Internet economy proposed by Frank
and Cook (1996), based on the hypothesis that the trends of social and technological change in the modern
economy could favor, especially in the web markets where the network effects and customer-to-customer
communication are central for business strategy, the statement that few win the competition.
In summary, it is difficult to generalize the impact of the Internet on industry competition, because each industry
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can be affected by these different features in relation to their different structural characteristics. This makes it
important to study the dynamics underlying the changes induced by the spread of Internet technologies and of
e-commerce, also because, as observed (Wang & Zhang, 2015, p. 80), “the effect of the Internet on industry
competition has been widely discussed, but no empirical evidence based on overall industry change is available”.
This is also true for the gambling industry. Researches that have examined the socio-economic consequences of
the spread of on-line gambling have done so mainly by focusing on specific issues. For example, some studies
have focused their attention on the examination of regulatory frameworks in the various countries, to help public
institutions in the implementation of gambling policies and companies to formulate appropriate on-line gambling
responses (Kairouz, Monson, & Arsenault, 2018; Ansalone & Cestari, 2013; Mataluni, 2013; Pandimiglio &
Spallone, 2012; Gainsbury & Wood, 2011; Coryn, Fijnaut, & Littler, 2008; Rose, 2006; Eadington, 2004;
Sbordoni, 2010). A series of research works in the economic-managerial field that were carried out, on the other
hand, has deepened, under different aspects, the impact of Internet gambling on consumer behavior and on
marketing strategies (Calvosa, 2016; Gainsbury et al., 2015; Ozuem & Prasad, 2015; Wiebe, 2008; Wood,
Williams, & Lawton, 2007; Jolley, Mizerski, & Olaru, 2006; Woolley, 2003; Brindley, 1999). An extensive
literature, moreover, has focused on the study of the social impact and the risks associated with the diffusion of
Internet gambling (amongs others: Chóliz, 2016; Gainsbury, Parke, & Suhonen, 2013; Yani-de-Soriano, Javed, &
Yousafzai, 2012; Griffiths, Wood, & Parke, 2009; Griffiths & Parke, 2002; Griffiths, 1999). Even the research
that has analyzed in a broad sense the major economic trends and issues associated with Internet gambling
(Gainsbury, 2012; Williams et al., 2012; Pilling & Bartlett, 2012; Gandolfo & De Bonis, 2011; Wood & Williams,
2007), did not systematically investigate how the total of the structural changes in the sector induced by
e-commerce is impacting on industry competition.
3. Aims of the Study and Methodology
As described in the introduction, the general object of this study is to analyze the influence of e-commerce in
changing industry structure and competition in the Italian regulated sports betting market. In keeping with the
aspects discussed above, this object has been articulated into some specific aims presented as follows:
To analyze the influence of the legalization of Internet gambling on market size in terms of sales and on the
consumer behavior in the Italian sports betting market;
To analyze the influence of the legalization of Internet gambling on the barriers to entry and the access of
new gambling operators in the Italian sports betting market;
To analyze the influence of the legalization of Internet gambling on the industry concentration ratio in the
Italian sports betting market;
To measure how, in the Italian sports betting market, the average prices have changed over time after the
legalization of Internet gambling;
To measure how, in the Italian sports betting market, the industry average profit margins have changed over
time after the legalization of Internet gambling.
From a methodological point of view, firstly the information from a series of secondary sources (academic
journals, market research, specialized reviews, gambling press agencies, Italian Ministry of Economy and
Finance, Istat - the Italian National Institute for Statistics -, Censis – Center of Study in Social Investiments) was
used in order to examine the main changes that have affected the sports betting industry in Italy. In particular, the
official market data provided by the Agency of Customs and Monopoly and by the ‘Journalistic agency on the
gambling market’ (Agimeg) have been collected and processed for the years between 2006 and 2017, thus
carrying out an analysis of a longitudinal type on the investigated aspects.
Secondly, the data and information collected through specific empirical investigations were used. Specifically:
1.

in order to deepen the study of the business models adopted by the companies operating in the Italian
regulated sports betting market after the legalization of Internet gambling, an in-depth study of the
competitive strategies was carried out of companies that, in terms of amount wagered, represents more
than 90 percent of the sports betting market in Italy in 2017. For each of the companies examined it was
analyzed: 1) the information reported on the company sites; 2) official data per operator (type of
gambling concession, market shares, etc.) provided by the Agency of Customs and Monopoly and by
Agimeg; 3) data coming from a series of secondary sources (specialized magazines, market research,
etc.);

2.

in order to analyze the impact on gambling behavior because of the introduction of Internet betting, an
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empirical investigation was carried out on a sample of Italian consumers. The investigation was realised
through the administration of a questionnaire addressed to the universe of clients who make sports bets
on legal gambling websites in Italy. The questionnaire was administered through the CAWI method,
during an 8-month period (from 30 August 2014 to 30 April 2015). At the end of the survey period the
questionnaires compiled correctly numbered 263.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1 The Birth and Development of the Italian Regulated on-Line Sports Betting Industry
The use of the Internet as a gambling distribution channel has developed in Italy since the 90s, when different
unauthorized foreign gambling operators entered the Italian gambling market through various web sites
dedicated to on-line gambling. As noted (Mataluni, 2013, pp. 131-132), in deed, at the beginning of the new
millennium “to stringent regulations dictated for physical gambling was opposed a total liberalization, due to the
absence of regulation, in the on-line sector. [...] Many foreign operators have come to the Italian regulated
market and have managed to enter through a window to the on-line world, thus accessing a national market that
otherwise would have been complicated if not impossible to reach”. The possibility of providing bets via the
Internet across national borders had therefore contributed to the development of an unauthorized cross-border
market, thanks to the tolerance of the state authorities and the lack of effective application of existing regulatory
frameworks (Ansalone & Cestari, 2013).
To remedy the development of an uncontrolled market, in 2002 the Italian legislators approved the rules that
experimentally launched Internet gambling (Sbordoni, 2010). In 2006 a new disciplines were issued for the
provision of on-line gambling, thus establishing the ban on on-line cross-border sales by gambling operators
without public authorization. This also caused the obscuring of numerous foreign gambling websites, which in
many cases had initiated forms of litigation for the violation of the principles of the European Common Market
(Bonanni, 2008). The Bersani Decree of 2006 intervened to solve many of the problems of coordination between
the EU and national Italian law in the field of on-line gambling. This decree, aimed at “countering the spread of
irregular and illegal gaming, tax evasion and avoidance in the the gambling industry, as well as ensuring the
protection of the gambler”, represented a turning point that helped to create a regulated gambling industry among
the most developed and consolidated in the world.
By limiting analysis to the rules that have affected the sports betting industry, it is firstly possible to point out
that the decree in question provides for the issuing of a call for tenders, for the allocation of new gambling
licenses. These were joined to those held by betting agencies, which were until then authorized exclusively to the
intermediation of sports betting in Italy. In particular, operators assigned the new licenses from the Autonomous
Body Administering State Monopolies (now Agency of Customs and Monopoly), and were authorized to sell the
games through two new types of stores with distinct characteristics, the ‘betting shops’ and the ‘corners’, which
allowed the development of a capillary land based network. In addition, the Bersani Decree had organically
regulated Internet gambling, defining a new authorization model that has opened the Italian legal market to
foreign gambling operators that have in their own countries a license that enables them to exercise their legal
betting activities. Many of them, as detailed below, thanks to the release of a specific gambling license, have
exploited the potential of the web to replicate their offer of betting services, already proposed in other countries,
in the Italian gambling regulated market (Mataluni, 2013).
4.2 Internet Gambling and Industry Structure: The Influence on Market Sales and on the Consumer Behavior In
the Italian Sports Betting Market
In line with the aims of this study, the influence of the legalization of Internet gambling on market size in terms
of sales and on consumer behavior in the Italian sports betting market was first analyzed.
To introduce the analysis, it is useful to provide an overview of the growth of the total amount wagered (Note 1)
in the sports betting sector in Italy in the period from 2006 (the year of issue of the Bersani Decree) to 2017.
Figure 1 shows, firstly, the graph of the total amount wagered in the sports betting industry in Italy between the
years of 2006-2017. The figure shows that it had almost quintupled in nominal terms, against a continuous
growth in sales that had led the sector to exceed, in 2017, 12 billion euro of bets placed.
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Figure 11. Total amounnt wagered in Sports bettingg industry and
d amount wagered for sportss betting type – ‘Fixed
odds spports betting’,, ‘Totalizator sports betting ’, ‘Virtual bettting’ and ‘Bettting Exchangge’ -. Italian reegulated
market.
m
Years 22006-2017 (miillions of euro
os).
Source: ouur processing off data from Ageency of Custom
ms and Monopolly.

The totall amount waggered is the su
um of amounnt wagered by
y various legaal gambling ccategories link
ked to the
sports, whhose trends arre also graphiccally represennted in Figure 1. Specifically, the main seegment in term
ms of sales
is that rellated to the ‘fiixed odds sports betting’ whhich, with a wagered
w
amou
unt reached alm
most 10 billio
on euros in
2017. Thiis represents more
m
than 80 percent of thee total amountt wagered in the sports bettiting market in Italy. The
fixed oddds bets are thoose for which the players aare aware of th
he amount of possible winnnings at the tiime of the
bet beingg placed. It is pre-defined
p
att the time of ppurchase by multiplying
m
thee odds of the sports event defined
d
by
the gambbling operatorr with the staake (Cestari, 22013). This type
t
of bettin
ng was legalizzed in Italy in
n 1998 to
counter thhe phenomennon of clandesstine betting, that facilitateed the develop
pment of an illlegal gamblin
ng market
(Sirianni,, 2012). Overr time, the fix
xed odds bets recorded an extremely stro
ong sales grow
owth, thus rep
placing the
‘totalizatoor sports bettting’, which had
h representted for decadees the only ty
ype of legal betting in sports-based
games in Italy. Totalizzator sports beets are those ffor which, at the time of th
he bet, it is noot possible to know the
amount oof any winninngs earned. Th
he prize moneey, in fact, at the end of th
he sports evennt is subdivid
ded, net of
taxes duee to the State and
a of the quo
ota due for gam
mbling operattors, among alll those who hhave bet on th
he winning
predictionn (Cestari, 20013). As show
wn in Figure 11, the total am
mount wagereed in this cateegory of game – which
includes T
Totocalcio, Tootogol, Totoseei and Totobinngol –, has reccorded a stead
dy decrease thhat in 2017 and
d have led
to this typpe of bet almoost disappearin
ng from the Ittalian gamblin
ng regulated market.
m
In additioon to the two types of bettiing just descriibed, in Figurre 1 the trendss of the total aamount wagerred of two
other innoovative types of fixed oddss bets linked too the ability to guess the reesult of sportinng events are illustrated
graphicallly.
The first category of game
g
is that of
o ‘virtual spoorts betting’. This type of bet is based on simulated computer
events that reconstructt the highlightts of sporting events. One of
o the main differences
d
bettween the classsic sports
betting annd the virtual ones consistss in the duratiion of the spo
orts event. A simulated
s
spoorts event lastiing only a
few minuutes. This form
m of betting, legalized from
m 2013, quicklly established itself in Italy,
y, reaching, as shown by
Figure 1, an amount wagered almostt equal to 1.4 bbillion euros.
w introduced
d into the reguulated market in April 2014
4. It is that of the ‘Betting exchange’.
e
The seconnd category was
It is definned by the Agency of Custo
oms and Monoopoly as a fixeed odds sportss betting modee where playeer can play
the role oof bettor or banker
b
and thee licensed opperator acts ass an intermediary, thus mer
erely putting in
i contact,
through tthe digital plaatform and an
nonymously, iindividual betttors. The odd
ds are, thereffore, establish
hed by the
players thhemselves andd the concessiion holder rettains a margin
n from the win
nnings as a coommission. Th
he Betting
exchangee represents ann important in
nnovation in tthe field of pu
ublic gamblin
ng in Italy. Thhis being becaause it is a
form of bbetting classiffied as “peer to peer” thatt replaces the traditional co
ollection baseed on betting shops, by
direct inteeraction via thhe Internet bettween playerss (Pandimiglio
o & Spallone, 2012). The roole of pure inttermediary
of the cooncessionaire means
m
that deespite, as show
wn in Figure 1, the total amount
a
wagerred has quicklly reached
almost onne billion euroo, the pay-outt (the sum thatt returns to th
he players in th
he form of wiinnings) of that game is
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the higheest of the legall forms of gam
mbling in Italyy.
The descrription of the types of sportts betting in Ittaly and the reelated econom
mic data allowss a better undeerstanding
of the deevelopment off Internet bettting and its innfluence on th
he whole market size in terrms of sales. An initial
analysis ccan be carried out by com
mparing the trrends of totall amount wag
gered in the rregulated sporrts betting
industry iin Italy (realizzed through both the Internnet and the lan
nd-based netw
work), with thaat achieved on
nly via the
Internet ((Figure 2).

Figuree 2. Total amouunt wagered in sports bettinng (on-line e land
l
based) an
nd total amounnt wagered in on-line
sporrts betting. Itallian regulatedd market. Years 2005-2017 (millions
(
of euuros).
Source: ouur processing off data from the Agency of Cusstoms and Mono
opoly.

milar trend of curves that ddescribe the tw
wo levels of total amount wagered, sug
ggesting a
Figure 2 shows a sim
n overall saless in the sectorr. This indicates that the
correlatioon between the trend of on-line sales andd the growth in
expansionn of the markket in terms off sales in Italyy is significantly influenced
d by an increaase in on-line sales. The
total on-lline amount wagered
w
in 2017 reached allmost 6.5 billion euros, folllowing a steaady growth – excluding
the periodd 2010-2013 – characterized by annual ddouble-digit grrowth rates.
In generaal, we can sttate that the success of onn-line gambliing is a consequence of thhe increase in Internet
penetratioon around the world, as well as some bennefits connectted to on-line consumer behhavior. In this regard, in
keeping w
with the aim to analyze th
he influence oof e-commercce on the consumer behaviior in the Itallian sports
betting m
market – as described
d
in th
he third paraggraph in whicch the researcch methodoloogy was analy
yzed – an
exploratoory survey on a sample of customers (n.. 263) was caarried out in the
t Italian reggulated markeet in 2015,
which made it possiblle to identify
y the main beenefits perceiv
ved by Italian
n gamblers inn the use of the
t digital
channel ffor the purchaase of sports bets
b to replacee the physicall one. In the Table
T
1 the reesults of this survey
s
are
summarizzed.
Table 1. The perceiveed customer benefits
b
of Innternet gamblling vs. gamb
bling at a lannd-based venu
ue. Italian
regulatedd on-line sportts betting mark
ket (n: 263).
Addvantage types
Advantage of time
Quality of tthe consumer expperience

Range of coonsumer choice
More inform
mation
Economic cconvenience

Specific benef
efits
Possib
bility of making la
ast minute bets
To gam
mble outsides trad
ditional betting shhop opening hourrs
High speed
s
of game pla
ay
Comfo
ort
Lack of
o crowd and queuing
To plaay 'on the move' (via smartphone, ttablet, etc.)
Avoid
d mixing with inde
esirable land-baseed clients
Privaccy (to play withou
ut being seen by oothers)
More variety of sportin
ng events to bet onn
Quick
k and easy gambling websites comp
mparison
More information to make the best inforrmed bet
Details of bets made ov
ver time
Higher potential wins
Quick
k and easy odds co
omparison

Source: ourr elaboration.
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From the Table it emerrges first that in the sports bbetting sector the Internet allows a considderable reducttion of the
space-tim
me constraintss that characteerize the relattionship betw
ween gambling
g operators annd customerss managed
through pphysical bettinng shops. Thrrough the use of a digital ch
hannel for acccess to gamblling, indeed, consumers
c
perceive significant addvantages in terms
t
of timee, as they red
duce betting tiime and can m
more easily make
m
‘last
minute’ bbets, as well as
a play beyon
nd the traditioonal opening hours of bettting shops. Thhere are also important
advantagees of quality of
o consumer experience,
e
coonnected to th
he possibility of avoiding ccrowds and qu
ueues, and
the meetiing of undesirrable clients, and
a benefits iin terms of prrivacy, additio
onal to being aable to bet co
omfortably
through m
mobile devices.
Continued reading off Table 1, sho
ows that Italiian players also
a
appreciatee advantages in terms of increased
informatiion and choicce alternatives offered by the digital distribution
d
ch
hannel. Internnet access, in
n fact, has
consideraably increasedd the level of information avvailable to thee consumer. Th
his both in term
rms of better knowledge
k
of the gaambling operaators providin
ng the servicee and the ran
nge of servicees offered, noot to mention a greater
availabiliity of data – obtained
o
throu
ugh access to on-line discu
ussion forums and betting ttracking softw
ware – this
being useeful for improvving the effectiveness of beets and thus in
ncreasing the odds
o
of winninng.
Finally, thhe decision too purchase bettting services vvia the Interneet is also enco
ouraged by inccentives of an economic
nature. A
As will be expllored later, thee direct sale off gambling seervices to the consumer,
c
witthout the interrmediation
of the phhysical netwoork, in fact alllows on-line gambling op
perators to benefit from coost savings th
hat can be
partially ppassed on to the
t customer in the form off lower costs of
o services purrchased and beetter pay-out rates.
r
The increeasing populaarity of Italiaan bettors tow
wards on-linee sports bettin
ng has had th
the effect of shifting a
consideraable part of gaambling market from the phhysical chann
nel – the land based
b
networkk – to a digitaal channel.
Figure 3 shows, in thiss regard, the graph
g
of the trrend of percen
ntage incidencce of the on-liine amount wagered
w
on
the total aamount wagerred (on-line an
nd land based)) in the Italian
n sports betting industry froom 2005 to 2017.

mount wagered in respect to
o the total amoount wagered (on-line
Figure 3. Percentage incidence of the on-line am
andd land based).. Italian regulaated sports betting market. Years
Y
2005-20017
Source: ouur processing off data from Ageency of Custom
ms and Monopolly.

o
the perio
od considered the incidencee of on-line gaambling has ggrown from ju
ust over 20
The graphh shows that over
per cent to more thaan 50 per cen
nt in 2017. M
More specificcally, there have
h
been thrree different stages of
developm
ment of Internnet betting in Italy: first phhase – 2005-2
2007 – characterized by a strong increase in the
weight off purchases made
m
through the Internet, following th
he obscuring of
o 1,500 gam
mbling websitees, mainly
foreign, w
which did noot have the ministerial
m
autthorization fo
or the sale off sports bets in Italy. Thiss blackout
provokedd a return to thhe regulated market
m
of a higgh volume off betting on the Internet (Boonanni, 2008); a second
phase – 22008-2014 – during
d
which the
t weight of on-line amoun
nt wagered was kept stablee (around 30 per
p cent); a
third phasse – 2015-20117 – in which there was a ddecisive acceleeration of the sale
s of sports betting via th
he Internet.
This wass especially inn relation to the
t increasedd popularity of gaming modes through m
mobile devicees and, as
discussedd below, to gaambling offerrs particularlyy convenient provided
p
by foreign
f
comppanies that had recently
entered innto the Italian regulated gam
mbling markett.
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4.3 Internnet Gamblingg and Industryy Structure: T
The Influence on the Barriers to Entry aand the Access of New
Gamblingg Operators inn the Italian Sports
S
Betting Market
An other aim of this sttudy was to an
nalyze the inflluence of the legalization
l
of Internet gam
mbling on the barriers
b
to
entry andd the access off new gamblin
ng operators inn the Italian sp
ports betting market.
m
To study this aspect, itt is appropriatte to analyze sseparately thee main legal ty
ypes of sportss betting in Itaaly – fixed
odds sporrts betting, viirtual betting and betting exxchange – as characterized
d by different competitive dynamics,
also in reelation to the different timees of introducction in the market
m
(the lateest two types of bets were legalized,
respectiveely, in 2013 annd 2014).
As for thee fixed odds sports
s
betting – which, as allready highlig
ghted, in 2017 represented m
more than 80 percent of
the total aamounts wagered in Italy in
i sports bets – an in-depth
h study of the competitive sstrategies of companies
c
that, in teerms of amouunt wagered, represents moore than 90 percent
p
of the market in Itaaly was carrieed out (as
describedd in the third paragraph
p
in which
w
the rese arch methodo
ology was exam
mined).
Analysis allowed first of all to study
y the trend of the weight off amounts wag
gered generateed by Italian companies
c
comparedd to that of forreign compan
nies in the yeaars 2009-2017 (Figure 4). This
T made it poossible to high
hlight that
the on-linne bets and thhe regulated opening
o
proceess of the marrket has facilittated entry int
nto the sector of foreign
newcomeers who have acquired mark
ket leadershipp. From Figurre 4 it emerges that the inciidence of totaal amounts
wagered generated by foreign comp
panies, on the overall one of sports bettin
ng market in Ittaly, has gonee from just
under 14 percent in 20009, to almostt 70 percent iin 2017. These companies only entered tthe Italian maarket from
2006, undder the new ruules introduced with the Berrsani decree and
a leveraging
g the on-line saales channel.

Figure 44. Italian firm
ms vs. foreign firms:
f
incidennce on total am
mount wagered
d. Fixed odds sports betting
g. Italian
regulaated market. Y
Years 2009-201
17 (percentagee data).
Note: Thee incidence was calculated considering m
more than 90 percent
p
of the gambling opeerators in the fixed
f
odds
sports bettting market, in
i terms of am
mount wageredd.
Source: ouur processing off data from Ageency of Custom
ms and Monopolly and Agimeg.

o
on the on
n-line sports bbetting markeet, the data
It is also important to highlight thatt if the analysiis is focused only
process shows that foreign companies control moore than 75 peer cent of the wagered
w
amouunts in 2017 and
a almost
70 per cent of Gross Gambling
G
Reveenue.
The empiirical analysis carried out has also alloweed us to take in
nto account so
ome interestinng considerations on the
different business apprroaches adopteed in the sectoor.
09 controlled more than 85
5 per cent of total amount w
wagered and which
w
saw
The Italiaan companies,, which in 200
their cum
mulative markeet share reducced to aroundd 32 per cent in
i 2017, are almost
a
entirelyy incumbent companies
c
(Note 2). These have been
b
operating
g for a long tim
me in Italy thrrough the physical distributtion network. Reference
in particuular is made too Snai, Lottom
matica and Sissal which, untiil 2014, were the leading coompanies in th
he market.
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Even though these companies have lost their leadership in terms of amount wagered, in 2017 they still hold the
first, third and fifth positions in terms of Gross Gambling Revenue, this in addition to the first, second and fourth
positions in the retail betting market respectively. The Italian companies operate in the public gambling sector
mainly in the domestic market and with a diversified range of gaming (Note 3). These take care of sales, as well
as sports betting, of many types of games (lotteries, lotto, slot machines, bingo, horse betting, on-line poker, etc.)
(Note 4). Italian companies almost exclusively adopt a multi-channel business approach, of which the use of the
Internet has enabled to reach the customers trough the digital sales channel, complementary to the physical one,
and to offer to the player the possibility to choose how to access bets in relation to the occasions of use (Note 5).
Foreign companies, on the other hand, have actually been able to enter the Italian regulated market through the
on-line distribution channel. Unlike Italian companies, these organizations operate in several geographical areas,
and are mainly focused on the sports betting market. They have exploited the effects of the regulated opening
process of the market and the potential of the web to replicate in the Italian gambling market their range of
gambling products already provided in other countries. More specifically, it is possible to identify two different
business approaches adopted by these foreign companies.
The first approach is that that is used by Internet pure players. For these companies, the process of commercial
disintermediation, facilitated by the Internet gambling liberalization, has allowed them to overcome the difficult
barriers blocking entry into the Italian sector, consisting of the huge investments to be sustained in managing a
physical distribution network which is necessary to reach a large number of consumers. In 2017, the information
processed by us from the market data made it possible to highlight that the foreign Internet pure players (among
the main ones: Bet365, William Hill, Bwin) controlled about 30 percent of the total amount wagered in the
Italian sports betting industry. If analysis focuses only on the Internet sports betting segment, the empirical
investigation carried out also shows that these companies control, in 2017, more than half of on-line amounts
wagered.
A second business approach adopted by foreign companies is that in which, in addition to providing gambling
services via the Internet, they have created a physical distribution network in Italy, thus adopting a multi-channel
approach. This approach is used by two groups of companies that have chosen different entry strategies.
A first group – which comprises Eurobet and Intralot, for example – includes some gambling operators that,
since the early 2000s, have operated in the Italian market through websites dedicated to sports betting, exploiting
the absence of a specific regulation for Internet Gambling. These companies have requested and obtained, from
2006, legal gambling licenses issued by the Autonomous Body Administering State Monopolies following the
process of opening up to foreign companies realized with the Bersani Decree, deciding therefore to subject their
activities to Italian regulations and taxation. They therefore have taken advantage of the customer base already
acquired in the on-line sector to propose their gambling offers both through authorized websites, and through the
opening of a network of betting shops, thus adopting a multi-channelled approach, whereby sales tend to be
distributed between the physical and digital distribution channels.
A second group of foreign companies, on the other hand, entered the Italian regulated market in 2015, after
having redressed its position with respect to the legislation dictated by the Agency of Customs and Monopoly.
We refer to foreign companies that managed “Data Transmission Centers”. These centers are commercial
establishments that have been operating for years in the sports betting market in Italy, taking advantage of some
regulatory provisions in Europe. They acted as Internet points, transmitting on-line to foreign companies the
sports betting proposals received from Italian customers, despite the Italian legislation that did not allow them to
carry out brokerage activities as they lack the necessary authorization required by Italian law (Mataluni, 2013).
Most of these centers have legalized their position since 2015, adhering to an amnesty that has included their
activities within the system of authorization of the Agency of Customs and Monopoly, with the related effects of
a fiscal nature on sales. This group includes operators such as Sks 365, GoldBet and Betaland who, after
legalizing their position, now collect sports betting either through an extended retail network or via authorized
websites.
The multichannel foreign companies, both of the first and of the second group, have almost quadrupled the
weight of their total amounts wagered in the Italian regulated market, having grown from just over 10 percent in
2009 to around 38 percent in 2017.
Turning to the analysis of the other two legal types of gambling in the Italian sports betting market, which
together represent approximately one fifth of the total amounts wagered, it is possible to highlight the very
important role played by foreign companies.
Specifically, for Virtual betting the sales, which began in 2013, exceeded 1,400 million euros in terms of total
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amount w
wagered in 2017. In this typ
pe of gamblingg, foreign com
mpanies contro
ol more than 555 percent of the
t market.
In particuular, companiees that have ad
dopted a multti-channel app
proach, both fo
oreign and Itaalian, play a central role
– the leadder is GoldBeet, which is a foreign
f
compaany that enterred the regulatted market folllowing the leegalization
of Data T
Transfer Centers – as moree than 90 perccent of the to
otal amount wagered
w
is colllected through
h the land
based nettwork, whereaas Internet purre players holdd marginal positions.
Also for the Betting exchange thee market is ccontrolled by foreign operrators. As alrready pointed
d out, this
innovativve form of fixxed odds sportts betting proovides that thee franchisee acts
a as an inteermediary, thu
us limiting
itself to pputting into coontact, through
h the Internet and anonymo
ously, the indiv
vidual bettorss. This type off gambling
was creatted by the foreign group Betfair
B
(a com
mpany which introduced th
he collection in Italy in 20
014). This
group hass an almost monopolistic
m
po
osition in thiss type of bettin
ng, controlling
g more than 9 5 per cent of the billion
euros colllected in 20117. Probably the
t entry of oother operatorrs was limited
d not only byy the technolo
ogical and
market leeadership of Betfair,
B
but also by a lesser aattractiveness in terms of prrofits, due to tthe fact that th
he pay-out
of this tyype of bet is the
t highest am
mong all the forms of legaal gambling in
n Italy (givenn the pure inttermediary
function of the bookm
maker). In facct, in 2017, thhe Betting excchange return
ned 99.5 perceent of the bet amounts
collected in terms of winnings,
w
thus allowing operrators to achieeve only very low profit maargins.
4.4 Internnet Gamblingg and Industryy Structure: Th
The Influence on
o the Industrry Concentrattion Ratio in the
t Italian
Sports Beetting Market
A furtherr aim of this work
w
was to an
nalyze how thhe level of ind
dustry concentration in the IItalian gambling market
has changged over time after the legaalization of thee Internet gam
mbling. The an
nalysis carriedd out so far haas enabled
us to highhlight how thee lowering off barriers into the market, liinked to the development
d
oof on-line gam
mbling and
the regulaated market opening processs, has led to tthe entry of new foreign gaambling operaators who havee acquired
significannt market possitions. This suggests
s
that the level of sales
s
concentrration should have changeed through
recent years.
To verifyy this, the variation of the sales concentr
tration ratio in
n the fixed od
dds sports betttting market – the main
gamblingg market in thee Italian sportts betting induustry – was an
nalyzed. This type of sportss betting is thee only one
for whichh it was possibble to process sales data forr a fairly significant period.
Thereforee the industryy concentratio
on ratio – callculated as th
he percentage of the cumuulated amount wagered
generatedd by the top five
fi gambling operators of the total amount wagered in
i the sport bbetting markett in Italy –
was meassured in the deecade 2007-20
017.

Figuree 5. Industry concentration
c
dds sports bettiing market (peercentage of amount
a
ratio in the Itaalian fixed od
waggered generateed by the top five gamblingg operators of the total amou
unt wagered).. Years 2007-2
2017
(ppercentage datta).
Source: ouur processing off data from Ageency of Custom
ms and Monopolly and Agimeg.

As shownn in Figure 5, in the period analyzed the concentration
n ratio rose fro
om extremelyy high values (almost
(
85
percent iin 2007) to significantly
s
lower values. In particularr, since 2014, there had bbeen a more consistent
decrease in the concenntration level. This led the ttop five comp
panies in the sector
s
to contrrol less than 60
6 percent
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of total aamounts wageered in 2017, with a relativve percentagee decrease in the
t concentraation ratio in the
t period
examinedd equal to 30 percent.
p
In summ
mary, the access into the market
m
of new
w foreign com
mpanies conneected to the ddevelopment of on-line
gamblingg, initially imppacted only marginally
m
on tthe concentrattion levels of sales. Howevver in the last four years
it seems to be causinng very signifficant changess in the indu
ustry, that are reducing thee strongly oliigopolistic
structure that has alwayys characterizzed the Italian betting industry.
4.5 Internnet Gamblingg and Industryy Structure: Th
The Influence on
o Prices and
d Profit Margiins in the Italian Sports
Betting M
Market
The channges that havve occurred in
n the Italian sports betting
g industry have caused, ass described, significant
s
impact onn the industryy structure and
d competition. These changes should hav
ve affected thee average sales prices of
gamblingg services and profit margin
ns of the gambbling operatorss.
Consistennt with the aiims of this stu
udy, it was m
measured how,, in the Italian
n sports bettinng market, th
he average
prices andd the industryy average profi
fit margins havve changed ov
ver time after the
t legalizatioon of Internet gambling.
It has beeen first been analyzed
a
how the sports beetting prices in
n Italy have ch
hanged in thee last ten yearss. In order
to make ooperational thiis analysis, it was first definned what is meant
m
by the prrice of a sportts bet. Unlike traditional
products and services, in fact, there is no equivaleent pricing con
ncept for gambling productts. In fixed odd
ds betting,
the playeer chooses to bet
b a certain amount
a
on thee possible outtcome of a speecific sportingg event and, only
o
in the
case of a win, the gambbling operatorr pays a sum eequal to the beet multiplied by
b the odds asssociated with
h the event,
which aree fixed at the time
t
of the bet.
To establlish an indicattor of the spo
orts betting priice, a criteria has been ado
opted in a wayy that has already been
used in liiterature (Sim
mmonds & Shaarp, 1987; Panndimiglio & Spallone,
S
2012; Gandolfo & De Bonis, 2013)
2
that
considerss the standard unit of a wag
ger equivalent to one euro, defining
d
the price as the parrt which is no
ot intended
to be retuurned to bettorrs in the form of winnings ((also called paay-out). As no
oted (Gandolffo & De Boniss, 2013, p.
15), in faact, the playerrs are informeed in advancee of the fact that
t
on averag
ge in makingg a sports bet,, they will
suffer a looss (equal to the
t difference between the sums bet and the pay-outs), but since it iis a recreation
nal activity
for them, “the expectedd loss is the price
p
that the pplayer is williing to pay (or to acquire thee right to the illusion of
being ablle to win, untill the moment he knows the official outco
ome of the gam
me or bet)” (N
Note 6).
In our deefinition, thereefore, the perccentage of thee amounts play
yed in a certain period of tiime not redisttributed in
winnings can be considered an indicator of the av
average percen
ntage price for the purchasee of sports beetting, also
called takke-out rate.

Figuree 6. Average peercentage pricce (take-out raatio). Italian reegulated sports betting markket. Years 200
06-2017
Source: ouur processing off data from Ageency of Custom
ms and Monopolly.

Figure 6 shows the trennd in the annu
ual take-out raate for sports betting
b
throug
gh the years 20006-2017, calcculated on
the basis of data providded by the Ag
gency of Custooms and Mon
nopoly (Note 7).
7 The graph shows that th
his rate has
decreasedd in the periodd analyzed by
y 50 percent (ffrom about 26
6 percent in 2006 to just ovver 13 percentt in 2017).
Thereforee, it emerges that the incrrease in comppetition was the
t prerequisiite for a signnificant and continuous
c
decrease in the averagee sales prices of sports bettiing in the Italiian regulated market.
m
In order tto better undeerstand the im
mpact that on-lline gambling
g has had on price
p
reductionns, an in-deptth analysis
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was carriied out, aimedd at measuring
g the differencces in terms of
o average perrcentage pricees of gambling
g products
sold throuugh the Internnet and those sold through tthe land based
d network. Th
he result of annalysis shows that in the
years 20113-2016 the average
a
percentage prices oof on-line spo
orts bets remaained lower bby about 10 percentage
p
points in absolute term
ms and 40 perrcentage pointts in relative terms,
t
comparred with the aaverage pricess of sports
bets sold through bettinng shops.
The increease of price competition,
c
naturally
n
also impacted on profit margin percentages oof companies operating
in the secctor. In fact, the
t price of th
he bet includees the taxes due to the Treaasury and thee profit of the gambling
firms. Ass prices have been
b
reduced,, this part of tthe sum which
h, after taxes, goes to remuunerate the sup
pply chain
operatorss (gambling opperators and distribution
d
pooints) has also decreased.
Figure 7 shows that thee annual averaage profit marrgin percentag
ge for every eu
uro bet has inn fact decreaseed from 15
percent inn 2006 to 10 percent
p
in 201
16. The graph also shows th
hat in some yeears the profitt margin perceentage had
increasedd in relation too some chang
ges in taxationn that had deeclined the paart of sums deestined to the Treasury,
much to tthe benefit of gambling opeerators.

Figure 7. Average prrofit margin percentage of ssales for gamb
bling operators in Italian reggulated sportss betting
markeet. Years 2006
6-2016
Source: ouur processing off data from Ageency of Custom
ms and Monopolly.

Naturallyy, the percentaage decline in
n profit margiins was moree than offset, in absolute teerms, by increeasing the
total amoount wagered. The absolutee profit marginn of the sport betting indusstry, which in 2006 was equ
ual to 386
million euuro, reached 904
9 million eu
uro in 2016, evven if this turn
nover is divid
ded between a much larger number
n
of
gamblingg operators com
mpared to 200
06.
5. Conclu
usions
The analyysis carried ouut has allowed us to examiine the main changes inducced by e-com
mmerce on the industrial
structure and competitiion in the Italiian regulated sports betting
g market. Look
king at these cchanges as a whole,
w
it is
also posssible to assess whether they
y lead to higheer competitivee pressure for gambling op erators, in lin
ne with the
popular vview that the Internet
I
increases industry competition (Porter,
(
2001)), or if, on thee contrary, theey suggest
the oppossite hypothesiis that favors the
t winner-takke-all-structurre of the Interrnet economy (Frank & Cook, 1996),
thus favooring a consoliidation processs with decreaased industry competition.
c
To clarifyy this aspect, it
i is useful to carry
c
out som
me summary co
onsiderations on
o the specificc aims achiev
ved.
The analyysis showed, firstly,
f
that sin
nce the full leegalization of on-line bettin
ng carried outt in 2006 undeer the new
rules laidd down by thee Bersani Deccree, there haas been a sign
nificant increase in sales thhat has led thee sector to
exceed, inn 2017, 12 biillion euros off bets placed, compared to five times low
wer values thaat had been reeached ten
years earllier. The expaansion of the market
m
in term
ms of sales in
n Italy is influeenced by an in
increase in on-line sales
which, haaving reachedd a value of 6.5
6 billion euuros in 2017, has for the first
fi time exceeeded the salees volume
achieved by the land-bbased venues.. The in-depthh analysis carrried out has made
m
it possibble to highlig
ght, in this
regard, thhat the successs of Internet gambling
g
seem
ms to be the co
onsequence off the numerouus advantages perceived
by Italiann consumers – in terms off time, qualityy of consumer experience, range of connsumer choicee, level of
available information and
a economicc conveniencee – in the utiliization, for acccess to on-linne sports bettiing, of the
electronicc distribution channel, insteead of the phyysical distributtion channel.
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The analysis also revealed that the complete legalization of on-line betting has led to a lowering of barriers to
enter into the Italian regulated market, facilitating the entry of numerous foreign gambling operators. These
companies, leveraging the Internet sales channel, have been able to replicate the gambling services already
provided in other countries, without having to sustain the huge investments necessary for the management of a
widespread network of sales points, which were until then necessary to sell bets to a large number of consumers.
In fact, the processing of market data has revealed that in recent years the foreign gambling operators, especially
those specialized in the on-line distribution, have rapidly eroded the sales of Italian multichannel operators –
who for years have controlled almost exclusively the betting market – coming to control more than two thirds of
the gambling volume in the sports betting industry in Italy.
The entry of new foreign gambling operators, connected to the development of on-line gambling, has affected
the level of competition in the sector, as it emerges from the measurements of the data, for the period 2007-2017,
of the industry concentration ratio. In fact, data processing showed a significant reduction, particularly in recent
years, in the concentration of sales of the sports betting market in Italy. There has therefore been a shift in the
strong oligopolistic structure that for decades has characterized the Italian betting industry. This change that, in
terms of trends, will be further supported by an ever-increasing international openness of the Italian on-line
betting market.
The transformations described also suggest an increase in the sector’s competition, from the point of view of
price. The impact of e-commerce on price levels of sports betting in Italy was therefore analyzed to also verify if,
in line with theoretical hypothesis, the introduction of on-line betting had lead to a reduction in average prices
charged from gambling operators. The analysis showed that the annual take-out rate for sports betting – an
indicator of the price of sports bets – decreased from about 26 percent in 2006, to just over 13 percent in 2017,
describing an average percentage decrease in prices of almost 50 percent. This decrease is linked to an average
percentage price of on-line sports bets that has remained consistently lower by about 40 percentage points in
relative terms, compared with the average price of sports bets sold through physical betting shops.
Finally, the increase of pricing competition also impacted on profit margins of companies operating in the sector.
The data processed allowed us to show, in this regard, that the average profit margin for every euro bet decreased
in a decade by about a third, from 15 percent in 2006, to 10 percent in 2016.
In conclusion, this research work as a whole has made it possible to highlight that the development of Internet
technologies and of e-commerce has on the one hand had a positive influence on the growth of market sales; on
the other hand, it has impacted on a series of structural factors in the sector – entry barriers, number of
competitors, the geographical opening of the market, level of pricing, average profit margins – in such a way as
to determine an increase in industry competition. In particular, the use by foreign companies of the electronic
distribution channel as a ‘mode of entry’ into different geographical markets is causing the development of
competition that goes beyond national borders. The data in terms of trends leads to the hypothesis that in the next
few years, in the sports betting industry, more and more leadership positions will taken on by large Internet pure
players, which will act transversally in different territorial contexts.
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Notes
Note 1. The total amount wagered is the sum of all individual bets in a period of time.
Note 2. It should be noted that in terms of Gross Gambling Revenue - based on the processing of data per
individual operator provided by the Agency of Customs and Monopoly only from 2016 - the weight of Italian
firms in 2017, while remaining below that of foreign companies, increased to around 43 percent. This is due to
lower pay-outs on average paid by Italian companies compared to foreign ones.
Note 3. Only the Lottomatica/IGT group has adopted for past years a strategy of internationalization for some
types of gambling.
Note 4. In particular, Lottomatica/IGT has the exclusive concession of Lotto and Lotteries, while Sisal has the
exclusive concession of Superenalotto.
Note 5. It is right to point out that among Italian firms there are also a small number of small or medium-sized
companies that operate exclusively on-line. For these companies, however, sales data is residual with respect to
multi-channel companies.
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Note 6. In this regard, a decree law of 2012 (“Balduzzi decree”) ordered that “the advertising of games involving
cash prizes must report the percentage of winning odds that the subject has in the individual game”, increasing
the awareness of the players about the average prices of the different types of bets.
Note 7. This calculation does not include sales related to the Betting exchange as it is characterized by price
dynamics different from other bets.
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